**ACROSS**

4  She believes in disasters in “Tales from Moomin-valley”
6  Skillful writer
9  The powerful magician who shows up in “Finn Family Moomintroll”
14 Occupation of the Hemulen that Stinky constantly harasses

**DOWN**

1  Pen that has a small metal ball as the point of transfer of ink to paper
2  Means of transportation in “The Fir Tree”
3  Little My’s hairdo is described as an onion-like top __
5  Sweet thing that Moominmamma makes sometimes
7  Stinky is always trying to find ways __ the bank?
8  Is Moomintroll when he has to stay in bed in “The Invisible Child”
10 A woodwind instrument
11 Water can be a liquid, a solid, or a __
12 Something every bird has
13 In the eighth novel the Moomin family lives in a lighthouse on an __

Across 14 This fellow is also known as the Inspector.
ACROSS
1. Pen that has a small metal ball as the point of transfer of ink to paper
2. Means of transportation in “The Fir Tree”
3. Little My’s hairdo is described as an onion-like top __
4. She believes in disasters in “Tales from Moomin-valley”
5. Skillful writer
6. The powerful magician who shows up in “Finn Family Moomintroll”
7. The powerful magician who shows up in “Finn Family Moomintroll”
8. Sweet thing that Moominmamma makes sometimes
9. Occupation of the Hemulen that Stinky constantly harasses
10. A woodwind instrument
11. Water can be a liquid, a solid, or a __
12. Something every bird has
13. In the eighth novel the Moomin family lives in a lighthouse on an __
14. Across 14

DOWN
1. B
2. S
3. K
4. F I L L Y J O N K
5. R E A O
6. W O R D S M I T H
7. L
8. H O B G O B L I N
9. B A E S
10. C O N S T A B L E
11. E
12. K
13. E
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